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1- A sudden strong feeling that you must do something is called............
1. impulse

2. freedom

3. practice

4. approach

3. disorder

4. emerge

2- Illness or medical condition refers to..............
1. perspective

2. health

3- ..................... is an extreme form of environmentalism
1. functionalism

2. structuralism

3. constructionalism

4. behaviorism

4- A set of assumptions to explain existing data and predict new events is called ......................
1. behavior

2. theory

3. observation

4. memory

5- Psychology is best defined as the study of .....................
1. mental illness

2. human behavior

3. human thought and behavior

4. human development

6- I try to avoid ...........................wherever possible.
1. health

2. peak

3. similar

4. conflict

7- ........................... and environmet both influence intelligence.
1. synthesis

2. heredity

3. threat

4. segment

8- I was ..........................for a few days after the surgery.
1. uncomfortable

2. siblings

3. heredity

4. principle

3. behavior

4. characteristic

9- The word"trait" is closest in meanig to ...................
1. genes

2. chromosome

10- Everybody at school experience exam ......................
1. abandoning

2. conception

3. anxiety

4. brain

11- To get used to a new situation by changing your ideas the way you do things refers to................
1. sour

2. process

3. adjust

4. sensory

12- You can ......................... your discipline from sociology to psychology.
1. reject

4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. convert

3. fertilize
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13- The word"sensation" is closest in meaning to ...................
1. hearing

2. sense organ

3. undestanding

4. feeling

14- Sensitvity to .......................is greatest at the tip of the tongue.
1. sweet

2. bitter

3. silver

4. retina

15- The eye is a receptor for ..................... of light waves.
1. perception

2. sensation

3. pupil

4. condition

16- The ability to realize that objects still exist when they are not being sensed is called .................
1. abstract concept

2. tummy

3. preoprational stage

4. object permanence

17- ..................... is biologically defined period and an important aspect of adolescence and sexual

maturity.
1. conservation

2. adulthood

3. puberty

4. childhood

18- Viewing the world from one's own perspective is called..............
1. egocentrism

2. maturation

3. development

4. malnourished

3. crawl

4. refuse

19- What is cognitive development?
1. learning to walk
2. sexsual development
3. the ability to talk
4. the ability to think, learn, reason, remember,...

20- She was learning to ........................ last month.
1. stage

2. task

21- They promised to continue the struggle against .................
1. solution

2. racism

3. insufficiet

4. conclusion

22- Someone's opinions or feeling about somethig is called .................
1. attitude

2. prejudice

3. sexism

4. obedience

23- An unreasonable opinion or feeling, especially on the feeling of not liking a particular group of

people refers to...............
1. prejudice
4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. cognitive

3. conformity
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24- Social psychology is ................
1. the study of mental disease in society
2. the study of the effects of the presence of other people on our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors
3. general sociology
4. is the same as cognitive psychology

25- It is unfair to make ............................about teenagers being lazy.
1. profoud

2. generalization

3. conformity

4. discrimination

26- The word"influence" is closest in meaning to ..................
1. outcome

2. social

3. behavior

4. effect

27- Person or group having the power to give orders or take actions refers to............
1. assume

2. agent

3. educator

4. authority

28- Person that influences the actions or opinions of somebody is a/n ..................
1. leader

2. management

3. officer

4. function

29- Temporary decline in economice activity or prosperity is called .................
1. strategy

2. dysfunction

3. recession

4. policy

3. service

4. state

30- Process of being educated is called ............
1. schooling

2. staff

31- The new government is going to reduce unemployment by creating jobs." unemployment"

means............
1. 

2. 

3.



4.  

32- "Self-actualization" means in persian .................
1.

   

2.

3.   

  

4.    

33- "strenght and weakness" means in persian..................
1.

  

2.

    

3. !"  # $

4. %$&  

34- "Identical twins " means in persian ............
1.

' ( )

2.

' * )

3.

+, ( - .$ 

4.

+,  - .$
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35- "Formal operationl stage" means in persian..........
1.

.+/ 01 2.34

2.  & #.+/ 2.34

3.

4.

56 7 . 8

3 53 2.34

36- "Social and emotional development" means in persian..........
1.

9  :;4 %

2.

/+6  ./ %

3.

/+6  <- 

4.

==   

37- "Individualistic culture" means in persian ................
1.

2.

"+6 >

"+6 2=

3. ? @+6 A-

4. ?  A-

38- "Obedience is a kind of conformity " means in persian .............
1. %=

2. %= !" 2  C.5

B+-  /  4

3. %= 4

4. %=

/  # =

/

/  D"

39- "Educational administration " means in persian .................
1.

 #44

2.

 4E %4

3.

"+6 

4.

 4E 25= 4

40- In 'approaches to learning ', "approach" means in persian ..............
1. +

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. F4

3. 
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